Acquisition of lever pressing for cocaine in C57BL/6J mice: effects of prior Pavlovian conditioning.
The purpose of this study was to determine (1) if C57BL/6J (C57) mice would lever-press for intravenous cocaine infusions in a limited-access paradigm without previously establishing the instrumental response with natural reinforcers and (2) if prior Pavlovian conditioning of cocaine to the response contingent stimulus complex used in the cocaine self-administration sessions would facilitate acquisition of lever responding for cocaine. After implanting jugular catheters, some mice received Pavlovian conditioning during which 12 passive cocaine infusions (0.1 or 1 mg/kg unit doses) were paired with the tone/light/pump sound stimulus complex used in the self-administration sessions. The remaining mice simply began the cocaine self-administration sessions for 0.1 or 1 mg/kg unit doses of cocaine. Twenty-seven of the 33 mice with patent catheters acquired stable lever responding within an average of 5 to 6 days without previously establishing the instrumental response with natural rewards. Prior Pavlovian pairing of cocaine with the response contingent stimulus complex used in the self-administration sessions did not influence the acquisition of cocaine self-administration at the highest cocaine dose (1 mg/kg). This conditioning procedure using the low cocaine dose (0.1 mg/kg/infusion) reduced the number of mice acquiring cocaine self-administration to 50%, and the number of mice developing stable response patterns was only 25%. The results establish that C57 mice can acquire cocaine self-administration over several unit doses in a limited-access paradigm without previously establishing the instrumental response with natural reinforcers. Furthermore, prior pairing of response contingent cues with cocaine via Pavlovian conditioning did not facilitate the acquisition of cocaine self-administration.